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Abstract— Dynamic trip optimization in electric rail net-
works is a relatively unexplored topic. In this paper, we propose
a transactive controller that includes an optimization frame-
work and a control algorithm that enable minimum cost oper-
ation of an electric rail network. The optimization framework
attempts to minimize the operational costs for a given electricity
price by allowing variations of the trains’ acceleration profiles
and therefore their power consumption and energy costs.
Constraints imposed by the train dynamics, their schedules,
and power consumption are included in this framework. A
control algorithm is then proposed to optimize the electricity
price through an iterative procedure that combines the desired
demand profiles obtained from the optimization framework
together with the variations in Distributed Energy Resources
(DERs) while ensuring power balance. Together, they form to an
overall framework that yields the desired transactions between
the railway and power grid infrastructures. This approach is
validated using simulation studies of the Southbound Amtrak
service along the Northeast Corridor (NEC) between Boston,
MA and New Haven, CT in the United States, reducing energy
costs by 10% when compared to standard trip optimization
based on minimum work.

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern electric trains can both demand power from their
traction system for locomotion and inject power back into
the electricity network through regenerative braking, virtually
enabling them to store electricity in the form of kinetic
energy [1]. The power profile of a train along a route
is in many cases determined by the conductor based on
training and experience, attempting to meet a given schedule
with little regard to the varying electricity price along the
route. We propose an alternative operation methodology
that minimizes electricity costs and coordinates the trains
and rail-side distributed energy resources (DERs) along the
electric railway through a suitable determination of prices,
and schedules of power consumption for the trains and power
generation for the DERs. We denote this overall approach
as transactive control, as it results in a desired coordination
between the rail and power grid infrastructure, similar to the
Transactive Energy approach demonstrated in the Olympic
Peninsula by PNNL to incentivize grid consumers [2].

In the first part of the proposed transactive control ap-
proach, we propose a trajectory optimization framework
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where a non-convex energy cost is minimized for a given
electricity price profile along the track, leading to optimal
power energy consumption profiles. The second part is a
control algorithm that iteratively determines the electricity
price profiles so as to accommodate variations in DERs
and other grid-wise operational costs. The overall control
approach is shown to reduce energy costs when compared
against standard trip optimization that minimizes work in
simulation studies. While the methods utilized for solving
these two parts are fairly straightforward, the main con-
tribution of the paper lies in the novelty of the proposed
approach for trip optimization in electric railway networks.
To our knowledge, such a transactive approach, which can be
viewed as Demand Response using the flexibility in power
consumption of trains, has not been suggested thus far in the
literature.

Related work that has addressed trip optimization in
rail networks can be found in [3], [4], [5], [6], and [7].
Reference [3] provides a summary of the trajectory planning
problem in railway systems. Optimal trajectory planning for
electric railways can be found in chapters 3 and 4 of [4],
where pseudospectral methods are used to determine optimal
railway operation based on models of train dynamics. This
work builds upon the work minimization literature developed
by [5] and [6]. Finally, [7] develops a control system to
reduce fuel use in freight locomotives. In all of these lines of
research, the overall objective is to minimize energy use, or
work done by the train, rather than the cost of the electricity
to the railway operator, an important component of our
proposed scheme.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II establishes the dynamic model of the train and
formulates the energy cost minimization problem. In Section
III we develop an iterative market mechanism to determine
the electricity prices along the track that dispatch the gen-
erators and determine the power profiles of the trains which
minimize energy costs. Section IV presents a case study of
the Amtrak service along the Northeast Corridor, validat-
ing minimum cost operation against the standard minimum
work baseline and field data. The simulation environment
is extended to test the proposed transactive controller with
multiple trains and DERs. Lastly, a conclusion and future
research extensions are discussed in Section V.

II. OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

This section describes the physical model of the train in
Section II.A. Next, we define the cost minimization problem
for a track with multiple pricing regions, or Area Control
Centers (ACCs) in Section II.B. This problem will be solved



Fig. 1: Free body diagram of electric train l. The resulting
traction force FT , friction and drag force FDF and the
gravitational force component in the direction of motion of
the train mlgsinα are identified.

by each train in the railway for the prices derived by the
transactive control algorithm developed in Section III and
tested through numerical simulation of the Amtrak NEC in
Section IV.

A. Dynamic Model of Electric Trains

In order to illustrate the forces acting on the train cars, we
develop a free body diagram of the system as shown in 1.

The electric trains are modeled as single bodies with forces
that can be decomposed into the direction of motion ı̂, in a
plane parallel to the rail, and a direction normal to the plane
of the ground ̂.

We proceed by defining the three forces with a component
in the direction of motion of the train ı̂ as it travels at an
angle α from the horizon. The total mass of train l is defined
as ml, from which we can describe the gravitational force
acting at the center of mass of the train in the direction of
the center of the earth as mlg. The gravitational force on
the train can be decomposed into the direction of motion
ı̂ as −mlgsin(α) and the direction normal to the ground ̂
as −mlgcos(α). The electric motors convert electrical into
mechanical power resulting in the traction force FT in the ı̂
direction.

The air around the train exerts a force throughout the
surface of the train assembly as it moves through space
which we identify as air drag FD in the direction opposite
to the motion of the train −̂ı. Additionally, the rail exerts
a friction force FF against the motion of the train in the
−̂ı direction. These two forces will be modeled as a single
force using the Davis Drag Equation, and will be identified
as FDF henceforth.

Based on the definition of these forces, Newton’s second
law of motion in the direction of travel of the train ı̂ is given
as: ∑

F̂ı = mlâı = FT − FDF −mlgsinα. (1)

The idea of capturing the drag and rail friction components
of a train along a level rail using a second-order polynomial
dates back to a 1926 publication of the Railway Engineering
Department at the General Electric Company authored by
W.J. Davis Jr. [8] and is since known as the Davis Equation.

For a wide range of train geometries and operational speeds
the Davis equation remains the industry standard approxima-
tion to the friction and drag forces acting on a train, and is
therefore adopted by our model in the following form:∑

FDF = A+Bv + Cv2. (2)

Broadly speaking the A and Bv terms of the Davis Equation
capture the rolling resistance of the train which is dominant
at low speed. The drag force on the train becomes significant
at higher speeds, and is primarily captured by the Cv2 term.

The dynamics of the train in the direction of motion enter
the energy cost minimization problem as constraints. These
dynamics introduce the topography of the space traveled
through the gradient angle α, which is a central reason why
convexity is lost in the optimization problem.

B. Minimum Cost Problem Formulation

In the analysis henceforth, we consider the cost minimiza-
tion problem of a train l that departs location x0 at time t0
and arrives at a final destination xf at time tf , making stops
at passenger stations denoted by sε{0, ..., f}. We capture
the kinematics of the train by defining the position xl(t),
velocity vl(t), and acceleration al(t) of the train, which are
continuous functions between t0 and tf .

The operator must choose the power demand of
the train at the nth area control center, denoted as
ACCn,∀nε{1, ..., N} given by the set of functions
Pl(t, n)∀tε[t0, tf ],∀nε{1, ..., N}. The conversion of electric
to mechanical power through the train’s electric motors
results in a traction force profile FT,l(t)∀tε[t0, tf ] which
minimizes the cost of the trip. The energy price along the trip
may depend on the ACC as well as the time of day and is
given by the set of functions πn(t)∀tε[t0, tf ],∀nε{1, ..., N}.

The energy cost minimization of the train can be formu-
lated as:

min
Pl(t,n)

N∑
n=1

∫ t=tf

t=t0

Pl(t, n)πn(t)dt (3)

s.t. tl,arr(s) ≥ tl,stop,min(s), ∀sε{0, ..., f} (4)
tl,dep(s) ≤ tl,stop,max(s), ∀sε{0, ..., f} (5)
Pl(t, n) ≥ Pl,min(n), ∀nε{1, ..., N} (6)
Pl(t, n) ≤ Pl,max(n), ∀nε{1, ..., N} (7)
vl(t) ≥ vl,min(xl(t)), ∀tε[t0, tn] (8)
vl(t) ≤ vl,max(xl(t)), ∀tε[t0, tn] (9)
al(t) ≥ al,min, ∀tε[t0, tn] (10)
al(t) ≤ al,max, ∀tε[t0, tn] (11)
FT,l(t) ≥ FT,l,min(vl(t)), ∀tε[t0, tn] (12)
FT,l(t) ≤ FT,l,max(vl(t)), ∀tε[t0, tn] (13)

where (3) represents the energy cost incurred by the train
across all ACCs between t0 and tn.

Constraints (4) and (5) constrain the time spent at the sta-
tions to the minimum arrival time tl,stop,min(s)∀sε{0, ..., f}
and the maximum departure time tl,stop,max(s)∀sε{0, ..., f}
respectively.



The power demand of train l from the traction system
at each ACC, Pl(t, n), is constrained by (6) and (7) which
impose a lower bound at Pl,min(n)∀nε{1, ..., N} and an
upper bound at Pl,max(n)∀nε{1, ..., N}. Note that the limits
are functions of the ACC in question as the particular track
segment might not be able to receive or provide more than a
given power magnitude. Changing these limits is one way
in which our work could be extended to demand charge
management (as discussed in Section V).

The velocity of the train vl(t)∀tε[t0, tn] is bound from
below by (8) and from above by (9) where the limits are
functions of the position xl(t)∀tε[t0, tn]. This dependency
traces back to civil speed limit restrictions which reduce the
window of allowed speeds in sections of the track with rail
crossings, densely populated areas and passenger stations.

In a similar fashion, the acceleration rate of the train is
limited due to safety considerations of the passengers, who
may be standing during moments of deceleration (10) and
acceleration (11).

Finally, we include limits on the traction force FT,l(t) with
(12) and (13) which reduce the feasible traction force win-
dow based on the traction force curve of the manufacturer.

In addition to constraints (4)-(13), the trajectory optimiza-
tion formulation requires that the state of the train (position
xl(t), velocity vl(t) and acceleration al(t)) and the dynamic
input (traction force FT,l(t)) be treated as decision variables
in the problem formulation and that the train dynamics
described in Section II.A enter the formulation as constraints.

In summary, in this section we have posed the problem
of optimizing the power consumption of a train for a time-
schedule in the form of a non-convex constrained optimiza-
tion problem in (3)-(13). The resulting solution is in the form
of power demand profiles P ∗

l (t, n) for a train l at time t and
node n for a given set of price profiles πn(t). This solution
may be determined using any one of several commercial
software packages such as Matlab’s fmincon [9].

III. TRANSACTIVE CONTROL-BASED ACC PRICE

In the previous section, we assumed that the prices were
fixed; however, these prices are jointly determined by the
demand and supply of the various agents in the electrical
grid, including generators, consumers (including railway
networks) and utilities, to name a few. In this section we
describe a methodology to update the price at each ACC in
response to changes in both the power demand of the trains
and cost variability of the electric supply system, including
changes to the availability of renewable resources due to
unexpected weather conditions, fuel price volatility, and the
malfunctioning of generators or transmission and distribution
lines. This transactive control-based ACC price provides an
incentive for the electric trains to modify their operation by
iteratively solving the cost minimization problem (3)-(13)
with the updated prices.

The market clearing mechanism at each iteration j oper-
ates in the same way that a wholesale energy market would:
bids from loads (trains lε{1, ..., L}) and generators (rail-
side DERs gε{1, ...G}) are received at each track pricing

region ( ACCiε{1, ..., N}) for a given time horizon tε[t0, tf ]
which includes quantity (Pl(t, n, j) = P ∗

l (t, n) for the trains
and Pg(t, n, j) for the generators) and price components. In
the case of the trains, the price portion of the bid is the
minimum of the reserve price for serving the route πres,l
(meaning the price at which the train l would not operate
the route because it is prohibitively expensive, which is
expected to be very large) and the price of energy sold by
the utility or wholesale market πU (t, n). For the systems
considered in this analysis, the reserve price for the route is
strictly greater than the price of energy sold by the utility or
wholesale market (πres > πU (t, n)). The generators submit
the price πg(t, n, j) which is equivalent to the payment they
will receive if they clear in the market and is expected to
be the opportunity cost of providing power in that interval.
Using these bids, the market clears in a least cost fashion,
determining the dispatch for each generator, confirming the
load served, and a price for that iteration πn(ti, j + 1).

Given that the price calculated for the market is not the
price used by the trains in determining their quantity bids,
they must re-optimize based on the new pricing information
and submit a new quantity bid to the market. If any changes
occur in the supply side of the market, these changes must be
reflected in the price-quantity information submitted to the
ACC in the next iteration. The transactive controller therefore
transitions between a quantity and price bid update stage
(where the optimization problem (3)-(13) is solved) and an
ACC price update stage.

The iterative market clearing terminates once the price
at all of the nodes converges to a predetermined level of
precision γ. In the simulations developed in Section IV, γ
is set to 1%, meaning that the iterative market clearing will
terminate at iteration j+1 once the price at each node during
iteration j + 1 is within 1% of the price of iteration j.

At each ACC nε{1, ..., N} and iteration j of the transac-
tive controller, we require that the aggregation of the loads
of the trains lε[1, ..., L] is equal to the sum of the output of
the DERs gε[1, ..., G] and the utility U as given by:

L∑
l=1

Pl(t, n, j) =

G∑
g=1

Pg(t, n, j) + PU (t, n, j)

∀nε{1, ..., N},∀jε{1, ..., J}. (14)

Note that the output of the DERs can be either positive
(generation) or negative (load) given that this category also
encompasses rail-side storage devices.

Next, we derive a price update rule based on the average
cost of energy at each node. For iteration j + 1 of the
controller, the price at node n and time t is given by:

πn(t, j + 1) =∫ t+δt
t

∑G
g=1 Pg(t, n, j)πg(t, n) + PU (t, n, j)πU (t, n)dt∫ t+δt

t

∑L
l=1 Pl(t, n, j)dt

∀tε[t0, tf ],∀nε{1, ..., N},∀jε{1, ..., J} (15)

Note that the price πn(t, j+1) is only sufficient to pay each
of the generators based on their bid rather than at the price of



Fig. 2: Map of the four pricing regions identified along Am-
trak’s NEC between University Park Station in Massachusetts
and New Haven Station in Connecticut. This graphic was
developed using Google Earth Pro [10].

the last unit that cleared, as is common practice in wholesale
energy markets. The overall transactive control algorithm to
update the ACC prices is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Transactive Control ACC Price
while |πn(t, j)− πn(t, j − 1)| > γ ∃nε[1, ..., N ] do

Solve (3)-(13) for power profiles Pl(t, n, j) = P ∗
l (t, n)

with prices πn(t, j) for each train lε[1, ..., L]
for n = [1, ...N ] do

Update and sort quantity bids Pg(t, n, j)∀gε[1, ..., G]
& PU (t, n, j) by their price bids πg(t, n, j)
∀gε[1, ..., G] & πU (t, n)
Solve for minimum cost Pg(t, n, j)∀gε[1, ..., G] and
PU (t, n, j) in (14)
Solve for πn(t, j + 1) in (15)

end for
j + +

end while.

At the outset, Algorithm 1 is not a standard automatic
control solution, but it provides a prescription for determin-
ing an electricity price in real-time that best accommodates
both consumption-based and generation-based constraints
and costs. Such a determination leads to an advantageous
interdependency between the rail and grid infrastructures.

IV. CASE STUDY: AMTRAK NORTHEAST CORRIDOR

In this section we validate the optimization framework
and iterative market mechanism developed in Sections II
and III through a case study of Amtrak’s NEC. Section
IV.A describes Amtrak’s services and the parameters used in
simulation. In Section IV.B we compare the performance of
minimum cost operation against the minimum work standard
and a field dataset. Yearly energy cost reductions of mini-
mum cost operation are simulated for Southbound Amtrak
Service along the NEC in Section IV.C. Lastly, Section IV.D
extends the case study to DER integration along the route,
simulating the transactive controller from Section III.

A. Simulation Environment

Once we delved into how electric railway systems are
powered, it became evident that the northern Amtrak NEC
between Boston, MA and New Haven, CT (within the ISO-
NE power system) was well suited for our analysis, as it had
four segmented rail power zones that result in the pricing
regions identified in Figure 2. The four area control centers,
ACCn identified with nε{1, 2, 3, 4} are powered by the
substations at Sharon, MA; New Warwick, RI; London, CT;
and Branford, CT respectively and are considered separate
pricing regions, each with price πn∀nε{1, 2, 3, 4}.

Amtrak provides two distinct services along the NEC: the
high-speed Acela Express and the higher-capacity North-
east Regional. The former utilizes high-speed locomotives
developed by Bombardier in the late 1990s based on the
French TGV [11]. The latter operates on the Siemens Cities
Sprinter ACS-64, introduced in 2014 [12]. Acela Express
trains have a total empty weight of 531.2MT and a full
capacity weight of 556.7MT . In simulation we assume
a partially occupied weight of ml = 545MT . Although
the Acela trains are designed to achieve a 264km/h top
speed, they are limited in operation to 240km/h which
is equivalent to vl,max = 66.67m/s.The maximum train
traction power Pl,max is 9.2MW , while regenerative braking
is limited in operation to Pl,min = −6.0MW [1]. In the
absence of public data on the acceleration rates of high-speed
trains like the Acela, the estimates used in our simulation
(al,min = −0.5ms−2 and al,max = 0.5ms−2) were adopted
from models of electric train systems used by EPRail. Fitting
the Davis equation (2) to the Acela Express drag and rail
friction curve we have that A = 10, 195.16, B = 65.81, and
C = 25.02.

B. Simulation of Minimum Cost Operation

In the scenario that Amtrak were to face wholesale loca-
tional marginal prices (LMPs), for each of its substations,
the variability in the LMP differentials along the track and
the resulting deviations in the power profile would result in
energy cost savings under a minimum cost operation scheme.

For the northern portion of the Amtrak NEC, the wholesale
market pricing nodes with the shortest distance to each of the
substations (associated with pricing regions π1 through π4)
were graphically identified as 4123-Cantn, 4813-Blackbrn,
4562-Williams and 4555-Branford respectively. The real-
time hourly pricing of calendar year 2016 for each of the
four nodes was downloaded from ISO-NE [13]. Using the
pricing information of the nodes along the track and the
Amtrak Acela Express train timetable [14], we simulate
a train following the minimum work and minimum cost
operating mode for the schedule with the largest absolute
price differences between contiguous ACCs, the 3:10pm
South Station departure of Acela 2171 on August 9, 2016.

Matlab’s fmincon solver [9] was employed to solve both
of these optimization problems, which utilized a Runge-
Kutta 4th order multiple shooting collocation routine as
implemented by Matthew Kelly’s OptimTraj library [15]. We
provide a second baseline through a field dataset that was



Fig. 3: Plot of LMP [$/Mwh], position [km] and velocity
[m/s] against time for the minimum work, minimum cost, and
field mode of a southbound trip on Amtrak Acela between
University Park Station in MA and New Haven Station in
CT with a stop in Providence Station in RI.

collected using the GPS of a mobile phone and the MyTracks
iOS application (also for the Acela 2171 schedule, collected
on July 1, 2018) [16]. Our results are plotted in Figure 3.

We find that the maximum speed of 66.7m/s, and the
position datasets are consistent with our field dataset. Min-
imum work operation reduces cost by 62% from the field
estimate (from $199.73 to $75.66) which is in part due to the
absence of civil speed limit restrictions along the track which
exist at rail crossings, densely populated areas and passenger
stations. Most important to our analysis, the train operating
under minimum cost can achieve an additional 47% cost
reduction when compared to the train operating under the
standard minimum work (from $75.66 to $40.38) with a mere
4.8% increase in work (from 1.47MWh to 1.54MWh).

Although the ISO-NE real time energy market LMPs
of the pricing nodes closest to the feeding substations are
used as proxies for electricity costs, the total electricity
expenditures are much larger than this value as we neglect
the utility’s delivery charges, which we include in the yearly
cost reduction simulation presented in the next section.

C. Yearly Energy Cost Reductions

As a commercial electricity customer, Amtrak is likely
facing retail energy supply and delivery costs, under a utility
basic service, rather than participating in wholesale markets.
We identify the locations of each substation in the northern
portion of the NEC within the service territories of the
utilities serving New England, and find that only two feed
power to Amtrak, Eversource in MA and CT and National
Grid in RI. Although delivery charges include fixed and
demand charges, only energy [$/MWh] charges are used
in simulation. Based on the location and delivery voltage
(115kV ), the service at ACC1 is charged at the Eversource-
MA B3 tariff [17] while ACC2 is served by National Grid-
RI under tariff X-01 [18]. The utility and account type is
expected to be the same at ACC3 and ACC4 (Eversource-
CT Rate 58 [19]) and therefore report no supply or delivery

charge differential at the boundary.
The yearly energy cost for the minimum work, minimum

cost and field train are reported in Table I for each ACC.

Yearly Cost [k$] ACC1 ACC2 ACC3 ACC4 Total

Field 413 901 296 565 2,175
Min. Work 353 226 153 223 955
Min. Cost 271 217 158 208 854

TABLE I: Estimated 2018 energy costs for all southbound
Amtrak Acela and Northeast Regional trains.

The minimum cost operating mode is able to reduce
energy costs based on the energy charges of the retail tariff
by 10% when compared to the minimum work operation.

D. Integration of Rail-Side Distributed Energy Resources
(DERs)

Building upon the minimum cost simulations under a retail
tariff, we consider the opportunity cost of renewable rail-side
DERs when injecting power to an ACC as the net energy
credit they would otherwise receive for exporting power to
the utility. The net energy credits across the year were esti-
mated based on the methodology described by the utilities’
fillings with their regulators and are strictly lower than the
energy supply and delivery charges. This is consistent with
the idea that DERs should not be compensated for costs
faced by the utilities that are not offset by exporting power
from the site. Consider the electric power generation of two
solar arrays, a 600kWAC PV array installed at University
Park Station in ACC1 and a 400kWAC PV array installed
at Providence Station in ACC2. The hourly power output
for these two arrays was simulated using NREL’s System
Advisory Model (SAM) [20]. We assume that the solar
facilities generate the power simulated by SAM, and that
they use the previous day’s generation as their forecast of
the day current.

We select an afternoon of Amtrak southbound operations
on the northern NEC, June 29, 2018, when two trains,
Acela 171 and Northeast Regional 175 are scheduled to stop
through University Park Station on route to Washington DC
at 3:21pm and 3:32pm respectively. After completing the
stop at University Park, they will travel along ACC1 and
transition into ACC2 around 4pm. The solar arrays have
committed their forecast solar power through other contrac-
tual mechanisms and now face the challenge of dealing
with overgeneration. DER1 in ACC1 underestimated its
generation by 171kW and DER2 in ACC2 underestimated
its generation by 53kW .

Based on these deviations, we run the transactive con-
troller for the 2 ACCs, which are receiving power requests
from the trains, bids from their respective DERs and are
subject to the pricing of their associated utilities. The price
evolution of each ACC is shown in Table II.



Iteration π1
[$/MWh]

π2
[$/MWh]

∆ π1[%] ∆ π2[%]

1 84.83 85.43 - -
2 80.39 82.52 -5.2 -3.4
3 80.26 84.00 -0.2 1.8
4 80.43 84.36 0.2 0.4

TABLE II: Evolution ACC prices π1 and π2 faced by
two southbound trains in response to an increase in solar
power availability using the transactive control mechanism
developed in Section III.

Within 4 iterations of the transactive controller, the pricing
of both ACCs converges to within γ = 1%. By incorporating
the excess solar power from DER1 and DER2 there is an
overall cost reduction of 6.8% for an energy usage increase
of 3.3% across both of the ACCs and the two trains.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Electric trains are a major untapped source of demand-side
flexibility in electricity networks. Our findings contribute
to the evolution of transportation control systems devoted
to work minimization toward higher-level objectives such
as the social welfare maximization of joint transportation-
electric infrastructures. In particular, our work suggests that
the inclusion of time and space varying pricing information
modifies the optimal power profiles, yielding reductions in
electricity costs for relatively small increases in work.

Fundamentally, this work introduces transactive energy
as an additional degree of freedom in the control of a
system, which capitalizes on technology advancement (e.g.
communication cost reductions, GPS, widespread adoption
of regenerative braking) to bridge individual’s objectives with
those of global infrastructure. This technology could further
motivate the deployment of automation technologies in train
systems, as the business case improves when factoring elec-
trical cost reductions. We expect that our findings could be
developed into a software package for train operators, similar
to GE’s Trip Optimizer technology which has been adopted
by heavy haul train operators to decrease fuel use [7]. There
are several key research directions we would like to explore
in future work that are briefly described below.

1) Dynamic Market Mechanisms: The transactive control
mechanism developed in Section III adopts a simple pricing
strategy and iterative market clearing based on the average
cost of energy at each ACC. We expect that Dynamic Market
Mechanisms such as those proposed in [21] will improve
convergence and efficiency of transactive retail markets.

2) Demand Charge Management: Although our work is
a step towards including the electric system’s costs for a
given power profile, we only reflect energy-related costs
($/MWh). In reality the train operator will also incur
demand charges ($/MW ). A means of achieving demand
charge management is to update constraints within the op-
timization problem, modifying the minimum and maximum
power limits Pl,min(n) and Pl,max(n) in (6) and (7) respec-
tively.

3) Regulation and Reserve Market Participation: Similar
to the research direction regarding demand charges, we
would like to extend the services provided by the transactive
control system to the electrical network beyond energy
and onto products for frequency regulation and operational
reserves. Practical limitations of providing these services as
well as the incentive and compensation mechanisms remain
to be explored.
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